SPORT & ADVENTURE
2019 SERIES
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW 2019 RANGE
This is one of the most exciting times in our 44-year
history. Jayco is known for innovation and taking
caravan design and your holiday relaxation to the next
level. This year, we are proud to introduce to you a range
of exciting new features that are designed to enhance
your adventures and make getting away even easier.
Our Jayco Sport and Adventure range combines tough
exteriors and spacious, quality interiors that mean you
can venture further than ever before without foregoing
comforts at the end of the day. Whether it’s children,
pets, action accessories or all three, we have a Jayco
Sport and Adventure caravan that carries it all.
We have taken our inspiration for this year’s interiors
from the landscapes of Australia, providing a soothing
backdrop for any great Australian road trip, large
or small.
When you buy a Jayco, you can relax –it’s full of
engineering expertise. Thousands of design hours
and testing ensure all our locally made products
are engineered with the challenging Australian
conditions in mind.
As life takes you on the road and off the road, let Jayco
be your partner in adventure with your choice of our
new 2019 Sport & Adventure range.
Enjoy.
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JAYCO WORK’N’PLAY
Jayco Work’n’Play is a compact toy hauler: During the work week it’s a mobile toolbox,
and on the weekend it transforms into a caravan/mobile garage.
Jayco Work’n’Play 10.35 is equipped with roof racks for carrying kayaks, surfboards or
even a small tinnie. Its narrow body width and lowered height allow easy access, and at
only 1,010 kg tare weight it can be towed by popular medium-sized cars and SUVs.
Jayco Work’n’Play 17.51 turns into a comfortable holiday caravan sleeping up to
4 people. The generous payload of 600 kg means this work horse can easily carry all
your recreational gear, and food and drinks for the family. As an Outback model, it has
a higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions and is equipped with the
purpose-built JTECH independent suspension for better handling.

“It’s given my husband and myself the best of both worlds
(work AND play), and I still get to live like a queen at the
motocross track.”
Teigan Walker, QLD
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WORK HARD AND PLAY HARDER
Whether you’re after a weekend away or want to spend weeks exploring,
the Jayco Work’n’Play guarantees excitement.
The rear storage/garage allows you to pack work tools or off-road toys.
There’s plenty of room and it’s easily accessed by a fold-down rear ramp.
Living is easy in Jayco Work’n’Play. Cook outside on an external slide-out kitchen in
10.35 model or inside, on a four-burner cooktop/griller, in the 17.51 model and enjoy
the outdoors dining under the awning. And after a fun day out, you’ll appreciate the
quality sleep on the innerspring mattresses in fold-down beds.
Interiors that are highly resistant to wear and tear are especially important for our
toy haulers. All fabrics are commercial-grade and highly durable. To add luxury,
optional seating in designer leather is available.
GOING OFF-GRID? A 120 W solar panel and 100 Ah battery can be added if you’re
going bush for an extended period.

The interior fabrics are highly resistant to
wear and tear.

Functional kitchen and bed with
innerspring mattress for adventures
in comfort.

17.51-2

10.35-1
Body Length

3465mm

Body Length

5090mm

Interior Length

3115mm

Interior Length

5020mm

Travel Length

5080mm

Travel Length

6625mm

Travel Height

2400mm

Travel Height

2895mm

Interior Height

1520mm

Interior Height

1975mm

Travel Width

2070mm

Travel Width

2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

125kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

110kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1010kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1775kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Air conditioning - Dometic Ibis

-

Awning - Manual with LED strip light

Cooktop - 2 burner (with flame failure device)

-

Boot - side entry with large storage

Wheels - 15” 235/75R15 with single spare

-

Fridge - Dometic RM2356 95L 3-way

-

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16 with single spare

-

Fridge - Dometic RM2553 150L 3-way

-

External entertainment unit
-

Fridge - Sphere 45L 12v/240v Portable
-

External TV point

Microwave

-

Front tool box

Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with external speakers
TV Antenna - 12V power boosted

Comfortable seating in durable designer fabric &
antibacterial seat foam

-

Fitted bed sheets

-

-

12 Volt - 100Ah Battery
12 Volt - BMPRO Battery management system with
JHub app intergration
-

-

-

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant
EXTERIOR GENERAL
A-frame extended
(200mm or 300mm, model dependent)
-

Control panel - BMPRO JControl LED display

-

Power - 12V socket

Solar system - 160W panel

-

Solar system - 2 x 120W panels

-

Solar system - 2 x 160W panels

-

Table - external fold-out

Roof - hail resistant one piece skin with insulation

-

Furrion Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Solar system - 120W panel

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing

Blind - Rear roll-down flyscreen

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers

Shower - External including pop-up tent

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised
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INTERIOR GENERAL

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

CONSTRUCTION

Awning - Bushranger

Wheels - nitrogen filled

Grey fibreglass wall construction

Mattress - innersprings (n/a bunk beds)

Suspension - axle & leaf springs

-

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9kg fixed
Gas Bottle - 2 x 9kg fixed

-

Wheels - 15” 215/70R15 with single spare

Gas Bayonet
-

COMFORT

Suspension - JTECH Independent Coil

-

External kitchen with Sink

Hot Water Service - Suburban 22L Gas/240V operation

17.51-2

10.35-1

^ Model specific

17.51-2

- Not available

10.35-1

Optional

17.51-2

Standard

10.35-1

JAYCO WORK’N’PLAY FEATURES

Power point with intregrated USB port

-

Roof Hatch - 400mm x 400mm X 2

-

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

-

Tap - Mains pressure to sink

-

Water filtration system to sink

-

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Windows - double glazed Euro push style with
roller blinds

Tent section - One piece, double-stitched, heavy duty
canvas & Boltiflex vinyl

SAFETY

Water Tank - 2 x 75Lt underfloor with guard

-

Water Tank - 1 x 75Lt underfloor with guard

-

Water tank - 2 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

-

Water Tank - Grey Water

-

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

-

Door - external triple Lock with security screen
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device
eZylevel levelling device
Water Filler - lockable

-

Create outdoor space with roll-out awnings,
standard on Work’n’Play models.

With the large drop-down tailgate ramp accessing
your tools/toys is easy.

Never run out of power or water: the new JHub phone app monitors water usage and
battery’s estimated time to discharge*.

Large fridge quietly runs on LP gas, 12 V DC or 240 V mains power.

Latest technology for your adventure.
*within Bluetooth range

|
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JAYCO BASESTATION
Jayco Basestation is Jayco’s largest toy hauler and the ultimate base for your outdoor pursuits.
It is purpose-built for adrenaline junkies, motorbike riders and action-loving families who need
optimal cargo area.
Why leave the toys at home when this purpose-built garage on wheels easily stores motorbikes,
bikes, jet skis, go-karts and surfboards? With a fold-down tailgate ramp, ride in, ride out and get
the adventures started!
The 23-ft Basestation sleeps up to eight people and is built to last with Jayco’s market-leading
multilayered, vacuum-bonded walls. They are hail- and dent- resistant, and offer great thermal
and acoustic insulation.
The Jayco Basestation comes standard in an Outback model, featuring:
n

higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions

n

120 W solar panel

n

JTECH independent suspension

n

150mm chassis

n

protective aluminium checkerplate on sides

n

AL-KO outback drop jacks
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“Can take her anywhere our heart desires. Big enough for the
fambam bikes, kayaks, or whatever our destination offers.
Going anywhere, from powered to fully off-grid.
Making memories with our kids.”
Danielle Jarvis, NSW

TAKE THE TOYS WITH YOU
The smart design of Jayco Basestation starts with the creation of two zones: a combined
living/sleeping area at the front and rear garage that doubles as a bedroom/storage space.
The living area provides all the comforts of home with fully equipped internal kitchen and
combined shower and toilet. Spacious club lounge is housed in a slide-out section: create
more room at just the touch of a button. And if you need more garage space, simply lift up
bunk beds to make room.
The innerspring mattress ensures a restful night’s sleep after a full day of adventure.
Standard features of Jayco Basestation include air conditioner, large 3-way fridge,
four-burner cooktop/griller; add optional 3.3 kg washing machine and external picnic
table for more convenience.
Jayco’s interior fabrics are highly durable and UV-resistant, with optional designer
leather seating available for an adventure in luxury.
HIGH TECH: Exclusive to Jayco, download the new JHub phone app to monitor power
and water levels and usage from one intuitive app on your phone*.

All the comforts of home with an option to upgrade the spacious lounge to
genuine leather.

23.73-6
Body Length

7370mm

Interior Length

7125mm

Travel Length

8715mm

Travel Height

3040mm

Interior Height

1975mm

Travel Width

2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

260kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

2790kg

Rich shade of timber matched with a palette of neutral tones to make your base
modern and cosy.

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

*within Bluetooth range

|
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JAYCO BASESTATION FEATURES
Standard

Optional

^ Model specific

APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL

INTERIOR GENERAL

Air conditioning - Dometic Ibis

A-frame extended (200mm or 300mm, model dependent)

12 Volt - 100Ah Battery

Cooktop - 3 burner gas cooktop (with flame failure device)

Awning - Manual with LED strip light

12 Volt - 2 x 100Ah Batteries

Cooktop - 4 burner griller (with flame failure device)

Boot - side entry with large storage

Cooktop - 4 burner oven (with flame failure device)

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels

12 Volt - BMPRO Battery management system with
JHub app intergration

Fridge - Thetford N3175 171L 3-way

External entertainment unit

Fridge - Waeco RPD-218, 218L 12v/240v

External kitchen with Sink

Hot Water Service - Suburban 22L Gas/240V^
(Std shower models)

External TV point

Microwave
Satellite - Sphere Automated
Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with external speakers
TV Antenna - 12V power boosted
TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)
COMFORT
Comfortable seating in durable designer fabric &
antibacterial seat foam
Comfortable seating in genuine designer leather &
antibacterial seat foam
Comfortable seating in leatherette & antibacterial seat foam
Fitted bed sheets

Gas Bayonet
Gas Bottle - 2 x 9kg fixed
Grey fibreglass wall construction
Power - 240V weatherproof outlet
Shower - External including pop-up tent
Solar system - 120W panel
Solar system - 160W panel
Solar System - 2 x 120W panels
Solar System - 2 x 160W panels
Table - external fold-out
Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Bed - front and rear large parents bed (1360mm wide)
Bed converter to dinette seating area
Blind - Rear roll down flyscreen
Control panel - BMPRO JControl LED display
Control panel - BMPRO JHub tablet display
Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers
Power - 12V socket
Power point with intregrated USB port
Roof Hatch - 400mm x 400mm X 2
Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan
Slideout - lounge bed 12V electric
Tap - Mains pressure to sink
Toilet - ceramic bowl
Water filtration system to sink
Windows - double glazed Euro push style with roller blinds

Mattress - innerspring (n/a bunk beds)

Tent section - One Piece, Double Stitched, heavy duty
canvas & Boltiflex vinyl

CONSTRUCTION

Water tank - 2 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Water tank - additional 82L with guard

Door - external triple Lock with security screen

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing

Water Tank - Grey Water

ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16 with single spare

eZylevel levelling device

Wheels - nitrogen filled

Water Filler - lockable

Roof - hail resistant one piece skin with insulation
Suspension - JTECH Independent Coil
Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant
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SAFETY

QUALITY REST

Comfortable innerspring mattresses ensure a restful
holiday sleep after a day outdoors.

MORE SPACE FOR LIVING

The slide-out lounge creates more space when you need it
and conveniently slides back in for driving.

GO OFF GRID

120 W solar panel and 100 Ah battery – for venturing out
where power is not available.

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

The Jayco Basestation garage is equipped with 6 tie-down
points for securing your gear.

The large 3-way fridge will keep the food fresh and the
drinks fresh.

Internal control panel JControl provides transparency of
the battery and water tanks.

The ultimate base for adventurers.
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JAYCO ADVENTURER POP TOP
Jayco Adventurer is our toughest off-roader, purpose-built to tackle the Australian terrain.
Jayco Endurance chassis is hot-dip galvanised for lifelong protection against corrosion.
Market-leading Jayco Toughframe quad-layer wall construction is further strengthened by the
checkerplate body armour running high up the front of the van behind the stoneguard.
A pop-top Jayco Adventurer is easy to tow and manoeuvre, especially in areas with trees, and is
an ideal choice if storage does not allow for the height of a full-sized caravan.
NEW IN 2019: Lightweight and long-lasting lithium batteries are now standard on
Jayco Adventurer.
JTECH independent dual shock coil suspension delivers greater stability, a smoother ride
and more precise handling for easier towing.
n
n

n

purpose-built to complement Jayco Endurance chassis
 eveloped after an extensive two-year testing program covering thousands of kilometres
d
on second-class roads
built with high-quality parts from Pedders and AL-KO.
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“Love jumping in our Jayco on a Friday afternoon and doing a
weekend of free camping or going on long adventures from the
outback to the beach. Love the ensuite, being able to give the
kids a shower after a day of playing is so handy.”
Lauren Bugden, NSW

PURPOSE-BUILT FOR OFF-ROADING
Jayco’s toughest off-roader is built to keep it simple: everything you see comes standard.
High-flow Sirocco fans, gas ducted heating, furniture in genuine designer leather, ensuite
and a fully equipped kitchen with a generous 140-litre 12 V fridge are complemented by
an external slide-out kitchen for easy inside/outside living.
Strength and durability are the main focus in Jayco off-road products: heavy-duty
ball-bearing drawer runners withstand driving across rough terrain, and the furniture
is built on the Jayco’s exclusive sturdy aluminium frame.
The internal portable control panel, JHub, provides complete transparency of your
Jayco Adventurer’s onboard features. Manage lights, water pump, hot-water switch
and check water and battery levels – on a single screen, while sitting at the campfire.
LATEST TECHNOLOGY: In 2019, JHub also comes as a phone app.
NEW in 2019: Nautilus instant hot water system means you’ll never run out of
hot water again!

Jayco Adventurer is a premium off-roader complete with all the trimmings.

13.43-2

Outback

Body Length

4275mm

Interior Length

4230mm

Travel Length

6490mm

Travel Height

2600mm

Interior Height

2015mm

Travel Width

2340mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

205kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

1960kg

The low profile of Jayco Adventurer pop top makes it easy to tow and manoeuvre.

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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JAYCO ADVENTURER POP TOP FEATURES
Standard

Optional 		

APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Air conditioning - Truma Aventa comfort

Awning - Manual with LED strip light

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16

Cooktop - 3 burner gas cooktop (with flame failure device)

Bumper bar - Heavy duty galvanised

INTERIOR GENERAL

Fans -12v Sirocco fans to bed area

Checkerplate - Large storage box with heavy
duty seals & slide-out tray

12 Volt - 1 x 125AH Lithium Battery

Fridge - Waeco CRX-140, 136L 12v/240v
Heating - Truma Gas Ducted
Hot Water Service - Nautilus On Demand (Gas only)
Microwave
Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with external speakers
TV Antenna - 12V power boosted
TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)
COMFORT
Beds - lift up with storage & orthopaedic slats
Comfortable seating in genuine designer leather &
antibacterial seat foam

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels
Coupling - DO-35 off-road

12 Volt - BMPRO Battery management system with
JHub app intergration

Gas Bottle - 2 x 9kg fixed

Control panel - BMPRO JHub tablet display

Kitchen - External inc BBQ tray, sink & 2 burner

Drawers - Heavy duty runners & fixings (soft close)

Lights - LED work lights front & rear

Power - 12V socket

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

Power - 12v sockets and USB ports

Protection - Colour-coded side brush guards

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Protection - Rear departure angle

Sink - square stainless steel large bowl with removable

Recovery - Maxtrax
Shower - External including pop-up tent

Mattress - premium innerspring

Solar Panel - Flexible 150W panel

CONSTRUCTION

Stoneguard - Removable Full width A-Frame mounted

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Storage - External including LED light

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing

Table - external fold-out

Roof - hail resistant one piece skin with insulation
Suspension - JTECH Suspension Independent

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame
Water tank - 2 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

Coil with dual shocks

Water Tank - Grey Water

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant

Wheel - 2x alloy spare (1 x Pop)
Wheel - Spare wheel rubbish bags
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Additional 1 x 125AH Lithium Battery

drain/chopping board
Skidplates - At rear
Tap - Mains pressure to sink
Water filtration system to sink
Windows - double glazed Euro push style with roller blinds
SAFETY
Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency
Camera - Reversing and/or rearview
Cooktop flame failure device (internal)
Door - external triple Lock with security screen
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device
Water Filler - lockable

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

JHub control tablet for transparency of your onboard
features. Now comes as a phone app*.

NEW

New in 2019: Nautilus hot-water system: never run out
of hot water again!*

Gas ducted heating is indispensable for comfort on
cooler mornings and chilly nights.

PURPOSE-BUILT

150 W solar panel - essential when going off grid.

Heavy-duty ball-bearing drawer runners for added
strength and durability.

Brush Guards for extra protection and enhancing the
look of your Jayco Adventurer.

M a r ke t- l e a d i n g i n n o vat ion .
* tapware not included
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JAYCO ADVENTURER CARAVAN
The name Adventurer sums it up: purpose-built for off-road adventures in comfort, Jayco’s
premium off-roader has it all.
The caravan is as strong as the base it’s built on. Jayco Adventurer’s base is the strong yet
lightweight, hot-dip galvanised Jayco Endurance chassis. To complement it, Jayco engineers
developed JTECH independent dual shock coil suspension for greater stability, a smoother ride
and more precise handling in rugged conditions.
Jayco’s market-leading engineering shines in the details: well-positioned checkerplate body
armour, stoneguard protecting a large storage box, and tough, four-point reinforced bumpers.
LATEST TECHNOLOGY: Lithium has arrived! The best-available battery performance is now
standard on all Jayco Adventurer models.
Don’t just take our word for it! Caravan experts give Jayco Adventurer top ratings:
Self-sufficiency

Value for money

Build quality

Quality of finish

Creature comforts*

* Caravan World, issue 580
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“We were set up on the banks of the Goulburn River, catching
rainbow trout up to 15 pounds while cooking a spit roast over
the open fire and watching our team play in the AFL finals on
the external TV. It was what our life is all about: family, fishing,
football, fun.”
Cristy and Paul Worsteling, iFish TV, VIC

PREMIUM OFF-ROAD CARAVAN

PURPOSE-BUILT

Your next holiday will be a breeze with all features for your dream off-road adventure
included as standard.
When going off-grid, you won’t be caught short thanks to the internal portable control
panel, JHub. Monitor water levels in grey and fresh tanks, ensure solar panels provide
enough power, or check battery’s estimated time to discharge and turn off heavy power
consumers, while sitting near the campfire. For your convenience, JHub is now also
available in a phone app.
No matter what the weather brings, your environment will be comfortable. High-flow
Sirocco fans above the bed are ideal for long hot nights. On a fresh morning, you won’t
even need to get up from the bed to add warmth, thanks to the cleverly positioned control
for the gas ducted heating.
NEW IN 2019: Nautilus instant hot-water system means you’ll never run out of hot water.
Well-designed finishes for driving across rough terrain include heavy-duty ball-bearing
drawer runners and sturdy aluminium furniture mounts to keep everything safe
and secure.

The kitchen is nothing short of
outstanding: 3-burner stove, oven,
microwave and a massive 218-litre fridge.

JTECH independent dual shock suspension
delivers greater stability, smoother ride,
more precise handling and increased
ground clearance.

16.50-3

Outback

19.60-2

Outback

19.60-3

Outback

Body Length

5180mm

Body Length

6020mm

Body Length

6020mm

Interior Length

5135mm

Interior Length

5975mm

Interior Length

5975mm

Travel Length

7400mm

Travel Length

8240mm

Travel Length

8240mm

Travel Height

3100mm

Travel Height

3100mm

Travel Height

3100mm

Interior Height

1975mm

Interior Height

1975mm

Interior Height

1975mm

Travel Width

2490mm

Travel Width

2490mm

Travel Width

2490mm

Towball Weight (Approx)

160kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

185kg

Towball Weight (Approx)

180kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

2660kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

2875kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

2825kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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JAYCO ADVENTURER CARAVAN FEATURES
Standard

Optional 		

APPLIANCES

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

INTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Air conditioning - Dometic Harrier Inverter

Checkerplate - Large storage box with heavy
duty seals & slide-out tray

12 Volt - BMPRO Battery management system with
JHub app intergration

Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels

Control panel - BMPRO JHub tablet display

Coupling - DO-35 off-road

Drawers - Heavy duty runners & fixings (soft close)

External entertainment unit

Pantry - pull out

Gas Bottle - 2 x 9kg fixed

Power - 12V socket

Kitchen - External inc BBQ tray, sink & 2 burner

Power - 12V sockets and USB ports

Lights - LED work lights front & rear

Roof Hatch - 700mm x 500mm with LED lights X 2

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Protection - Colour-coded side brush guards

Sink - square stainless steel large bowl with removable
drain/chopping board

Cooktop - 3 burner gas cooktop (with flame failure device)
Fans -12v Sirocco fans to bed area (N/A bunks)
Fridge - Waeco RPD-218, 218L 12v/240v
Heating - Truma Gas Ducted
Hot Water Service - Nautilus On Demand (Gas only)
Microwave
Stereo - Furrion CD/radio system with external speakers
TV Antenna - 12V power boosted
TV/DVD - Furrion LED 12V (22”)
Washing Machine - Sphere 3kg^
COMFORT
Beds - lift up with storage & orthopaedic slats
Comfortable seating in genuine designer leather &
antibacterial seat foam

Protection - Rear departure angle
Recovery - Maxtrax
Shower - External including pop-up tent
Solar Panel - 3 x Flexible 150W panels
Stoneguard - Removable Full width A-Frame mounted

Skidplates - At rear
Table - Tri-fold table (19.60-2 only)
Tap - Mains pressure to sink
Toilet - ceramic bowl

Mattress - premium innerspring (n/a bunks)

Storage - External including LED light

Water filtration system to sink - connected to dedicated
water third water tank & 12 pump

CONSTRUCTION

Table - external fold-out

Water filtration system to sink

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Tap - Mains pressure to A-Frame

Windows - double glazed Euro push style with roller blinds

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &
seat framing

Water tank - 3 x 82Lt underfloor with guard
(2 x 82L, 1 x 40L to 16.50-3)

SAFETY

Roof - hail resistant one piece skin with insulation

Water Tank - Grey Water

Suspension - JTECH Suspension Independent
Coil with dual shocks

Wheel - 2x alloy spare (1 x Pop)

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant
EXTERIOR GENERAL
Awning - Manual with LED strip light
Bumper bar - Heavy duty galvanised
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Wheel - Spare wheel rubbish bags
Wheels - 16” 245/70R16
INTERIOR GENERAL
12 Volt - 1 x 125AH Lithium Battery
Additional 1 x 125AH Lithium Battery

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency
Camera - Reversing and/or rearview
Cooktop flame failure device (internal)
Door - external triple Lock with security screen
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device
Water Filler - lockable

NEW

The lightweight Maxtrax device provides traction if you
get stuck.

GO OFF GRID

3x 150 W solar panels for power supply for extended
trips away from it all.

The massive 218-litre fridge will fit enough food to feed
an army.

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

Portable JHub control tablet for transparency of your
onboard features. Now also as phone app.

NEW

Nautilus hot-water system: for virtually endless supply
of hot water*

External slide-out kitchen comes standard in
Jayco Adventurer.

P re m i u m o p t i o n s co m e s t an da rd.
* tapware not included
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JAYCO CONSTRUCTION

SAFETY YOU
CAN TRUST

Nitrogen-filled tyres
Nitrogen keeps your tyres as cool as possible and
helps maintain a constant tyre pressure even in
hotter weather, reducing the risk of blowouts.

Tough Frame

Suspension

Jayco’s vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall construction
technology is both stronger and lighter than the
conventional ‘timber & tin’ aluminium-clad caravan
walls. Built on lightweight aluminium frame for extra
strength and longevity, Tough Frame provides great
thermal and acoustic insulation.

Purpose-built to complement the Jayco Endurance
chassis, JTECH independent coil suspension delivers
greater stability, precise handling and increased ground
clearance for easy and safe towing.

Safety Electronic Stability Control*
SAFETY FIRST, with optional Al-KO
electronic stability control
A Critical swerve or sway is detected.
B	Electronic Stability Control partially applies the RV
brakes. The caravan is pulled into line behind the
tow vehicle. The sway is stopped and the caravan
brakes are released.
A

B

Endurance chassis
Lightweight yet superstrong, our chassis are hot-dip
galvanised for lifelong protection against corrosion.
Theyfeature Jayco Pressed Steel C-Section (PSC) floor
members which are lighter than conventional box
section steel, 300% stronger and resist bending by 175%.
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^N/A Work’n’Play 10.35-1

Aluminium frame
The furniture in your Jayco caravan is built on our
patented aluminium frame for strength and durability.

Breakaway system^
If a caravan accidentally separates from the tow
vehicle, the system will activate the electric brakes
and brake lights.

OPTIONAL FEATURES - WORK’N’PLAY & BASESTATION MODELS

Enjoy high-quality sound with
Furrion stereo system.^

Flat-screen 22” TV - perfect for catching up with your
favourite shows.

External showers^ are ideal
for rinsing off the dirt before
getting inside.

Ban hand washing on the
road with the 3.3 kg washing
machine (23.73-6 only) ^.

Stay connected with Sphere
Wi-Fi system with GPS locator
(23.73-6 only).

Full functionality of JHub
management system in a
portable panel^.

Add 120 W solar panel and
100 Ah battery for extended
trips off grid.

High-flow Sirocco fans are ideal
for cooling down on hot nights.

Charge multiple devices at the pop-up power tower with 240 V and
USB ports (23.73-6 only).

^ Select models only

|
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WHY BUY JAYCO?

Buying a new van, trading in
or servicing the one you have,
for 44 years, Australians have

AUSTRALIAN MADE

BETTER VALUE

Designed and built by Australians, for
Australians to take on the Australian
terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the
Australian-made logo.

As the largest Australian RV manufacturer,
Jayco has a great buying power and passes
the savings on to our customers, delivering
more features for less.

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT

JAYCO CARE

GREAT RESALE VALUE

With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and
100+ service agents around the country,
Jayco’s support network is the most
comprehensive in Australia.

Jayco’s industry-leading customer care
comprises of 2-year manufacturing
warranty and 5-year structural
warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco
Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally
well and are considered to be a long-term
investment. To help you get the best value,
list your Jayco for free on jayco.com.au.

trusted Jayco with their
holiday memories.
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ABOUT JAYCO
Proudly Australian Made
For 44 years, Jayco has been helping Australians to have the best
caravanning and camping adventures. Caravans and camper trailers,
motorhomes and campervans, pop tops, off-road caravans and toy
haulers – there’s a Jayco for everyone.
Jayco is Australia’s largest recreational vehicle (RV) manufacturer. Our
vision is to lead the way in RV innovation, not only in Australia but on the
global stage. We listen and respond to what our customers need in their
RVs to make their holidays effortless.
Every aspect of a Jayco RV is engineered and validated by our Victoriabased Research & Development team. As part of the Jayco Testing
Programme, our innovative products undergo weeks of testing in lab
and real-life conditions before being released to market.
All our products are designed by Australians, with the harshest
Australian conditions in mind. Each Jayco is proudly made in Australia,
in our state-of-the-art factory in Dandenong, VIC.
Australia’s most recognised brand for quality and affordable RVs, Jayco
is a great success story of Australian manufacturing. Employing over
1,000 people, Jayco continues as a locally-owned family business.

“It’s clear that Jayco is one of Australia’s most impressive
manufacturers and takes great pride in producing a range of
the highest-quality products. We are just as proud to have
the Jayco brand aligned with the Australian Made logo.” –
Ben Lazzaro, Chief Executive, Australian Made Campaign Ltd
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OTHER PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Caravans

Jayco Pop Tops

Jayco Camper Trailers

JAYCO.COM.AU
1300 JAYCO RV

Jayco J-Pod

Jayco Motorhomes

Join our communities:
share your Jayco roadtrip with us
on Facebook and Instagram

Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd owns the copyright in this brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaptation is forbidden and will be
prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, the specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice.
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